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                                                                 Can we connect the dots?Dot 1  The CPA did the accounting.  The CPA Joanne Barnes and her agents do the accounting for the Trust for year 1991. Dot 2 The Attorney frames the Trustee with the CPA's accounting. The Attorney Edward White makes it appear that the Trustee is responsible for their accounting.Dot 3 How the CPA created the accounting entanglement trail 1,475,97 - 816.00 = 659.97Dot 4 The Commissioner's Report closing the Trust accounting.Dot 5The Trustee files an Exceptions to the Commissioner's Report.  I don't understand why it disappeared after it was accepted by the Court on August 16, 2000.Dot 6The Summons puts me in conflict with the Court, does not mention the entanglement issue of the 659.97, and says I should be removed as Trustee.I don't understand why the Commissioner of Accounts Jesse B. Wilson, III, does not recognize the accounting entanglement trail 1,475,97 - 816.00 = 659.97.  What accounting trail did he approve for these numbers if not 1,475,97 - 816.00 = 659.97?    "Int fm Harold O'Connell Trust ......................................... 816.00    (From Estate account at bk467p192)     Debt fm Harold O’Connell Trust ..................................... 659.97"  (From Estate account at bk467p192)   "Payable to the Estate of Jean M. O'Connell ................ $ 1,475.97"  (From Trust account at bk480p1768)
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Preparer:  Joanne L. Barnes  SSN 579-44-3204
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The CPA Joanne Barnes did the accounting. 
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The Attorney frames the Trustee with the CPA's acounting.
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1,475.97 – 816.00 = 659.97 
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Approved in TRUST account on October 4, 1993. 
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Approved in ESTATE account on March 20, 1993.
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I don't understand why the Commissioner of Accounts Jesse B. Wilson, III, does not recognize the accounting entanglement trail 1,475,97 - 816.00 = 659.97.  What accounting trail did he approve for these numbers if not 1,475,97 - 816.00 = 659.97?   "Int fm Harold O'Connell Trust ......................................... 816.00    (From Estate account at bk467p192)     Debt fm Harold O’Connell Trust ..................................... 659.97"  (From Estate account at bk467p192)   "Payable to the Estate of Jean M. O'Connell ................ $ 1,475.97"  (From Trust account at bk480p1768)
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How the CPA created the accounting entanglement trail 1,475,97 - 816.00 = 659.97
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Joanne Barnes created the accounting entanglement 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 by reporting different amounts to different entities when the amounts should be the same.For the Trust, she reported 1,475.97 to the Court and 816.00 to the IRS when the amounts should be the same. For the Estate, she reported  816.00 and the difference of 659.97 to the Court and to the IRS. 
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 TRUST account
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The $1,475.97 in this trust accounting was approved by Jesse Wilson on October 4, 1993: I don't understand why he does not recognize the accounting entanglement trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 n his report to the Judges on August 8, 2000.. 
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Please judge for yourself. Otherwise you will not believe it.Joanne Barnes created the accounting entanglement 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 by reporting different amounts to different entities when the amounts should be the same.For the Trust, she reported 1,475.97 to the Court and 816.00 to the IRS when the amounts should be the same. If the 1,475.97 and the 816.00 were corrected to the same number, the problem of accounting entanglement would be removed.For the Estate, she reported  the difference of 659.97 to the Court and to the IRS. 
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"Int fm Harold O'Connell Trust ......................................... 816.00    (From Estate account at bk467p192)  Debt fm Harold O’Connell Trust ..................................... 659.97"  (From Estate account at bk467p192)"Payable to the Esate of Jean M. O'Connell ................ $ 1,475.97"  (From Trust account at bk480p1768)
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 ESTATE account
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The $816.00 and 659.97 in this estate accounting was approved by Jesse Wilson on March 20, 1993.I don't understand why he will not recognize the accounting entanglement trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 n his report to the Judges on August 8, 2000.. 
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"Int fm Harold O'Connell Trust ......................................... 816.00    (From Estate account at bk467p192)  Debt fm Harold O’Connell Trust ..................................... 659.97"  (From Estate account at bk467p192)"Payable to the Esate of Jean M. O'Connell ................ $ 1,475.97"  (From Trust account at bk480p1768)
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Sticky Note
The 12th and 13th accounts had previously been declared delinquent and penalties and interest paid  for the delinquent 12th account.
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Commissioner's Report closing the Trust accounting. 
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The 12th and 13th accounts had previously been declared delinquent and penalties and interest paid  for the delinquent 12th account.
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I don't understand how my trusting the accountant's advice, and my repeating that advice, makes me, and not the accountant's, responsible for their advice.
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I don't understand how my trusting the accountant's advice at this point, and my repeating that advice, makes me, and not the accountant's, responsible for their advice.
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I don't understand why Commissioner of Accounts Jesse B. Wilson, III, does not recognize the accounting entanglement trail 1,475,97 - 816.00 = 659.97. He approved these items:   "Int fm Harold O'Connell Trust ......................................... 816.00    (From Estate account at bk467p192)     Debt fm Harold O’Connell Trust ..................................... 659.97"  (From Estate account at bk467p192)   "Payable to the Estate of Jean M. O'Connell ................ $ 1,475.97"  (From Trust account at bk480p1768)
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The Trustee files an Exceptions to the Commissioner's Report. I don't understand why it  disappeared  after it was accepted on August 23, 2000.
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"Int fm Harold O'Connell Trust ......................................... 816.00    (From Estate account at bk467p192)  Debt fm Harold O’Connell Trust ..................................... 659.97"  (From Estate account at bk467p192)"Payable to the Esate of Jean M. O'Connell ................ $ 1,475.97"  (From Trust account at bk480p1768)
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The Summons puts me in conflict with the Court, does not mention the entanglement aspect of the 659.97, and says I should be removed as Trustee.
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Page from the Summons dated September 4, 2012.
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                                                                 Accounting Entanglements (other examples)An accounting entanglement as used here is a wedge and takeover and cover tool. Those who control the entanglement control the people and assets that are entangled. (1) "Blueprint " (Edward White's letter of May 19., 1992, to the Trustee). The accounting entanglement 1,475,97 - 816.00 = 659.97 is by far the simplest example described in Edward White's letter of May 19, 1992.  (Dot 2). The accounting entanglements described in this letter cover and divert attention from the cash payment of $545,820 paid to the Estate on April 21, 1992, and not recorded.(2) "43%-46% wedge" The accounting entanglement "43%-46% wedge" destroyed the unity of our family (3) Lien.  (4) Legal description for the trust property (WB201p102?) verus Trust documents Accotink's(Reference web sites)
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